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Alona Lukianenko

Psychological support

181
consultations

Crisis psychologist

Yuliia Lialiakina
Child psychologist

160
consultations

Viktoriia Riabova 
The head of the

psychological direction
7

consultations (individual)
+ online metting 315

participants

In total 348 individual consultations+ 315 online psychological mettings



Consultations of speech therapist

Olha Kryvonis
Speech therapist

212 consultations

103 children +109 parents 

11 of them are children with
disabilities



Project 
"Legalization of Ukrainians in Poland"

Irina Matiazh
Legalization specialist

74 consultations
Consultations were held
regarding to the legalization of Ukrainians in
Poland

Verification and completion of necessary documents 
for legalization, preparation of applications 
for granting a temporary residence card



Project 
"Legalization of Ukrainians in Poland"

Obtaining a legal stay is 
the most pressing 
question among our visitors.
Ukrainians who have decided
 to live in Poland in the future,
 can get a card with our specialist



Programming course

 Oleksandra Volina
Teacher

Today there are 5 groups - 24 visitors

The age of the participants is from 
5 to 13 years old
40-55 years old adults



Project

Programming course

In November, all groups finished learning
Microsoft Word and started learning Microsoft
PowerPoint. 
We managed to create animated images,
presentations of different levels of complexity,
and a group of teenagers who studied 
the program at a professional level 
got experience
creating tests in different ways.

The teenagers also learned the skill of
animating cartoon characters, which made 
it possible to create short videos. In turn, a
group of seniors created animated quizzes.
Purpose: Familiarization with the basics 
of working in the PowerPoint program,
creating presentations, designing and
animating slides.

Main topics and activities:
1. Introduction to PowerPoint
2. Formatting and design
3. Multimedia elements
4. Animation and transitions
5. Working with tables and diagrams
6. Saving and showing presentations



Project

Programming course

In December we finished learning
Powerpoint and created greeting cards
using the skills we learned. 
All groups actively work on the skill of fast
writing on the Typing.study website. 
3 groups of children familiarized
themselves with the TuxPaint editor

Getting to know the basics
• Language Syntax: Students will gain an overview of
the syntax of the Python language, including the
rules for creating variables, using strings, numeric
values, logical operators, and more.
• First programs: For practical consolidation of
knowledge, students wrote their first simple
programs, such as programs for outputting text,
calculating  mathematical expressions, and
interacting with the user through the console.

Main topics and activities:
1. Introduction to Tux Paint
2. Working with colors and filling
3. Use of graphic tools
4. Adding effects and animations
5. Saving and presentation of works



English language course 21 Olha Hlushchenko

"Polish language course" 10 Liudmila Bashuk

"Polish language course" 10 Katarzyna Płucennik

"Polish language course" 17 Joanna Olender

English language course kids  teens ledies 42 Viktoriia
Zadorozhnia

English language course 40 Olena Kiriushkina

Polish and English
language course
Today, the Center employs 6 teachers.
Language learning is available for children
and adults. Priority is given to offline
classes, but there is also the possibility of
online classes

140 visitors



Polish and English language course



English language course



Polish and English language course



Day care group for children aged 4 to 6 years



Day care group for children aged 4 to 6 years



Activity in Instagram/FB



Excursion to the Institute Kopernika            



English language course 21 Olha Hlushchenko

"Polish language course" 10 Liudmila Bashuk

"Polish language course" 10 Katarzyna Płucennik

"Polish language course" 17 Joanna Olender

English language course for kids, teenagers and ladies 42 Viktoriia Zadorozhnia

Programming course 24 Oleksandra Volina

Basic Life Support
25.11.2
023

16 Astra Meliksetian volonteer , Viktoriia Riabova

Aqua painting for children
24.11.2
023

10 Inga Yushchenko volonteer, Viktoriia Riabova

Autumn holiday for Children
24.11.2
023

12 Yuliia Lialiakina Ella Lykcho Maryna Nikolaieva

Trip to the Center Kopernik
17.11.2
023

8 Viktoriia Riabova Ella Lykcho Maryna Nikolaieva

Master Class for children Make an autumn picture
15.11.2
023

6 Ella Lykcho Maryna Nikolaieva

Metting for women
11.11.2
023

6 Viktoriia Riabova Sniszana volonteer

Projects and
activities

november 2023

Together 180



English language course 21 Olha Hlushchenko

"Polish language course" 10 Liudmila Bashuk

"Polish language course" 10 Katarzyna Płucennik

"Polish language course" 17 Joanna Olender

English language course for kids, teenagers and ladies 42 Viktoriia Zadorozhnia

Programming course 24 Oleksandra Volina

Hibyki-Therapy 
29.12.20
23

16 Yuliia Lialiakina Olha Kryvonis 

Trip to the Center Kopernik 24 Viktoriia Riabova Viktoriia Zadorozhnia

Posts in Instagram and FB 8 szht Viktoriia Riabova Yuliia Lialiakina

5 video reels from various areas of activit4
3600
vievs

Viktoriia Riabova Olha Hlushchenko Maryna Nikolaieva

Metteng online in Instagram 12 Viktoriia Riabova

Winter holiday for Children 12 Ella Lykcho Maryna Nikolaieva

Projects and
activities

desember 2023

Together 178



THANK YOU


